
THE
COACHING
SERIES

Introducing new classes in
Leadership & Influence, 

Project Innovation,
Signature Life Coaching 

and Meditation

LIVE LIFE TODAY!



THE
COACHING
SERIES

Designed for individuals and groups that want to make deliberate choices and 

unlock their wealthy place.  EJ Encalarde’s coaching programs use 

evidence-based and real life methods for professional and high-potential 

individuals, who don’t look for easy answers, but need a constantly evolving set 

of tools to solve problems, and who develop solutions to help their 

teams and companies grow. 

EJ Encalarde and the Beautiful Life Consultants are proud to showcase 

The Coaching Series.  This collection of classes will challenge even the most 

adept professional minds and create true balance in all areas of their life work. 

EJ’s Project Masterclasses will give attendees the opportunity to build a better 

stronger project and event.  Schedule an innovation-rich class.  It’s one of the 

most important steps an individual can take to advance their life.
 

Coaching Classes designed to: 

 

        
   LEAD                    INNOVATE                  MEDITATE

Hi, I’m EJ.  A producer, professional coach, management trainer, mentor to emerging and 
young adults, writer, and lover of altruistic initiatives.

I am a Transformation Coach.  I provide Executive Coaching, Millennial Coaching, Group and 
Team Building Coaching, and Project Coaching through guided Life & Work Coaching plans, 
Specialized Retreats, Group Sharing Workshops, and a one-of-a-kind Meditative Soaking class.  
I empower people to live life beautifully.

I provide insight, strategies, and bring  your goals and projects to a new level.  I am a New 
Orleans native in love with its charming architecture and style, a recognized business leader, 
event producer, and project management professional for nearly 30 years.  I impart wisdom 
and accountability through senior level experience and know-how.

The still voice in my head kept asking, “EJ, why are you positioned here?”  It’s odd because 
my journey was headed toward the legal field.  But I made a pit-stop that twirled me full 
speed ahead into music and entertainment.  Literally, my work life converged with 
administration and innovative field work.  I began to learn on-the-ground what high 
performing teams were, how they worked, and most importantly, how success was made.  
Trust me, creative leadership is critical in coaching high performing teams and maintaining
management competencies.

As a human resource and organizational strategist for 20 years, my mission has been always 
to build a strong best practices environment in a unique team building atmosphere and 
promote intergenerational power-sharing.  I know the work I do impacts lives.  We all have 
personal and professional setbacks and failures, but the most valuable gift is when we create 
a beautiful life despite our flaws and weaknesses.

My coaching programs provide reflection and preparation for what to do next.  What is your 
next thing?  As an executive, what do you want?  Really want?  As a millennial, how do want 
to achieve it?  How are you going to get there? As a transformer coach, I won’t win the goal 
for you.  But I’ll get you close enough in the game to know the projected outcome.  I can 

see your win.  Of course, we all “get stuck”.  We can feel disconnected, and 
removed from the passion of our lives.  But guess what?  I have a toolbox 

- it’s your life kit!  Let’s dig in and not only get the sailboat; let’s learn 
about the open water.

Using the principles of a transformation coach, I have coached many 
executives and millennials on how to use a more successful method 

and course of action to get to the next stepping stone in 
their careers, lives, and project vision.

     XOXO,

Recognized by New Orleans CityBusiness as one of New Orleans City Business’ 
Women of the Year,  National Diversity Council as a Glass Ceiling Award Winner, 

and local who’s who readership Gambit Weekly’ for its “40 Under 40” 
creative overachievers. 

E J E N C A L A R D E . C O M



BECOME THE SUCCESSFUL INSIDER

I believe your 
next step will determine 

the quality of your 
stepping stones.

   -

“
CLASSES IN 

Leadership & Influence

Knowing an insider is essential for leadership success and career growth. 
Findings reveal truths, truths uncover strategies, and strategies get you a place 
at the big table.  These coaching sessions will expand your idea of coaching.  
The coaching process helps you use your strengths in a new way while 
encouraging rapid goal completion.

WHO ATTENDS 

•  Boomers, Gen X and Millennials who will assume greater responsibility in 
     leadership and within their organization
•  Managers and High-performing individuals responsible for creating change 
     and driving new initiatives
•  Executives and professionals responsible for effecting transformation on  
     high levels within their organization



See EJEncalarde.com for class dates and pricing

WORLD CLASS TEAM BUILDER
WORLD CLASS TEAM BUILDER PRO

See EJEncalarde.com for class dates and pricing

THE POWERFUL COMMUNICATOR
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Whether you’re looking to engage with industry experts, broaden your mind, or simply 
get a refreshing, new perspective, this coaching program has a unique and memorable 
impact designed to leave a transformative influence.  Enhance morale and build an 
energetic team culture.  World Class Team Builder Pro is an extended day class.

OBJECTIVE 

Acquire the expertise to become a world class team builder, change lives and 
create success.  Analyze your present work product quality and the way you 
connect with your team.  Return to your workplace or professional platform 
knowing how to effectively gain the trust and respect of your team.

BENEFITS 

•  7 life-changing steps to becoming a world class team builder
•  Keys to cultivating important soft skills
•  How to reframe yourself and see situations anew
•  Decode how teams acquire and disseminate crucial knowledge for   
     work success
•  Discover the hardest trait to recognize but one of the most important   
     characteristics in team building
•  Identify key signs of transition to best manage organizational shifts and     
     changing environments
•  Learn how diversity thrives in a company 
•  Lots of group sharing and reflection exercises

This signature class can also be booked in our team retreat package. 

See page for retreat info and class enhancements to this course.

Become an influential communicator by developing a better understanding of how to 
receive and give positive interchange with peers, colleagues, and a high-level audience.  
Whether it’s an informal or more professional environment, you can speak powerfully 
using your unique brand.

OBJECTIVE 

Equip yourself with a comprehensive toolkit for powerful communication etiquette. 
Identify and seize favorable opportunities as they arise by knowing when to speak 
and when to say NOTHING!  Tackle new challenges and lead your organization by 
learning your P's & EQ's -- a framework of soft skills and emotional intelligence. 
Develop love in the workplace by fostering a culture of crafted messaging that will 
help you succeed where others fail. A powerful lesson. 

BENEFITS 

•  5 key strategies to improve communication skills in a technological world
•  Know the healthy ways to identify and address conflicts early
•  Understand the critical connection between discretion and productivity
•  How to execute powerful feedback and gain communication success   
     every time
•  Learn how to tackle situations and protect yourself in a negative and   
     critical environment
•  Leverage an underused tool that unlocks conversations with coworkers,  
     clients, and stakeholders.
•  You will have the opportunity to figure out the behavior and conditions  
     of communication challenges through class simulations
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This engaging, coaching program gives attendees the training opportunities they need 
to get to the next level when they get stuck with tasks or people. We all need fresh and 
forward thinking approaches on how to get through problematic experiences.

OBJECTIVE 

Achieve short and long term goals by developing a productive power strategy 
based on sound decision making and priority tools.  Recognize alternative 
thoughts and limiting beliefs and their associated risk factors to quickly react 
to time-wasting conditions.  Develop techniques for making day to day, even 
complex, decisions with real life applications.  Implement strategies for carrying 
out those decisions and productive strategies that will have a significant impact 
on your personal and professional life.

BENEFITS 

• Examine the key tools of productivity
• Analyze your personal time and where your energy is being spent to 
   determine the right balance of input and output
• Learn how to keep technology from creating more work and stress
• Solidify the foundation you need to make better choices to overcome time 
    pressures
• Examine pure imagination techniques and evaluate thought patterns that   
    create more efficient applications for daily discipline and everyday life
• Gain exposure to diverse approaches to master change in a changing       
    world
• Benchmark productivity performance over time against current application 
    methods and strategies
• Create a plan in an active, hands-on simulation
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OBJECTIVE 

Characterize and evaluate your present strategy on resolving and mediating 
conflict in your professional and personal life.  Design a winning strategy for 
managing difficult relationships to achieve peaceful resolutions.  Understand the 
logic how consistent day to day conduct can help set manageable expectations.  
Build relationships in the workplace with creative and inclusive approaches. 
Prepare your environment for different foci meant to trigger continuous 
dialogue, ultimately leading to a proactive end goal.

BENEFITS 

•  Understand and identify the different types of conflicts that can occur in 
     your workplace or personal life, explore underlying problems and examine
     appropriate remedies
•  Discuss the potential root causes of conflict in the workplace and the most 
     common strategies people use to deal with avoiding negative outcomes
•  Understand the five stages of negotiation and enable your organization  
     to gain a competitive advantage for positive results and improved
     relationships
•  Improve your ability to have healthy conflict conversations
•  Build collaborative strategies to address improved working relationships for 
     maximum company productivity
•  Employ creative approaches to “change” issues and real life scenarios   
     such as downsizing, new leadership, radical growth, or process changes

See EJEncalarde.com for class dates and pricing See EJEncalarde.com for class dates and pricing

PRODUCTIVITY CoaChiNG MANAGING DIFFICULT RELATIONSHIPS

A door of opportunity will open for you as you begin to understand your impact on 
others and how your response can help or hinder healthy relationships.  Through 
self-reflection, discussions, and skills practices, you will improve your leadership skills to 
effectively reduce conflict, identify and fix problems in the making. 
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Are you fluent in the language of the next generation?  Understand Millennials and what 
really matters in the workplace.  Engage with intergenerational power-sharing for proven 
productivity and successful creative collaboration.

OBJECTIVE 

Work, grow and evolve.  Adulting is the growth experiment.  Take a soft skills 
learning sprint.  Integrate ethics & value decision-making in your relationships. 
Work through breakthroughs: the millennial's burden to succeed.  Implement 3 top 
insider leadership keys to sharpen your leadership eyes in the workplace.  It’s time 
to know and not guess.

BENEFITS 

• Present innovative workplace dynamics with impact as a great transformer
• Develop and implement your personal brand strategy
• Assess the current societal culture, and use it to frame pending challenges          
    and opportunities in work and personal life
• Construct and deliver persuasive messages to increase engagement with older 
    professionals
• Analyze and see patterns in workplace hierarchy to diagnose the bottle necks       
   and barriers to intergenerational power-sharing
• Expand your mentoring circles to better navigate the work culture
• Construct a genuine blending of work and personal commitments
• Effectively persuade others in meetings and explore the art of thoughtful             
    relationships
• Develop leadership competencies to clearly articulate your vision to peers,      
    colleagues, and high-level managers.
• Through self-reflection, skill building exercises and demonstrations, 
    participants develop skills and have the opportunity to share viewpoints
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OBJECTIVE 

Implement a strategic transition from business as usual. Imagine an exceptional 
environment by creatively designing a winning workplace model.  The Talk: Shifting 
mindsets and management approaches.  Build and cultivate a millennial-friendly 
culture. 

BENEFITS 

•  Understand how a winning strategy in empathy leadership can enable your 
     organization to sustain a competitive millennial advantage
•  Foster solutions with strategic pauses that position your organization for      
     maximum results
•  Discuss how millennials change the nature of work and culture of the           
     workplace
•  Identify the core characteristics and values of the millennial culture
•  Rate your organization as a yesterday, or tomorrow organization
•  Discuss the quality of leaders who listen, break ground, and build a lasting      
     legacy
•  Build a high trust culture and organizational structure that can efficiently     
     and effectively implement your company’s strategic objectives
•  Translate the ability to adapt and inspire innovative learning sprints into         
     organizational reality
•  Mentoring and preparing millennial managers for 2024
•  Discuss common concerns in automation, creative thinking and opportunity  
     creation - forecast best and worst case scenarios

Become part of Millennial Mania!  They are so different, so social, so imaginative, so curious 
and yes, your best resource to having a competitive advantage.  Let’s rate your organization 
as a yesterday, or tomorrow organization. 

See EJEncalarde.com for class dates and pricing See EJEncalarde.com for class dates and pricing

coaching millennials in the workplace MANAGING millennials in the workplace
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Few words are used more frequently than influence and power, but this coaching 
program will bring you to terms with how you’re performing as an executive in the 
workplace. Identify your strengths; learn how to fill in the gaps to support your 
weaknesses. Enhance your executive presence by updating your social, emotional 
intelligence and technical skills in order to spend more time on the things you need to 
do as a visionary leader.

OBJECTIVE 

Apply skills to avoid executive burnout.  Gain insight on how to maintain your 
executive well-being.  Solidify the foundation of leadership by developing a 
higher level of empathy.  Implement your customized approach for career 
satisfaction, inner peace, time and stress management.  Take full advantage of 
business opportunities and networking alliances with confidence.

BENEFITS 

• Develop a strategy to determine how much certainty you need to make 
    a decision
• Expand your circle of wisdom and effectively allow diverse discussions  
   until your perfect answer rises within
• Identify whether a decision has to be made or if more information is  
   needed to construct and deliver the best strategy
• Engage the stakeholders and people that matter most
• Discuss body language that constructs the best narrative in meetings
• Gain support from your high-stakes decision makers by giving them a  
   voice but not necessarily a vote
• Analyze the big picture and effectively manage the details to motivate  
   different audiences
• Anticipate setbacks and effectively discern the truth behind them
• Identify change as opportunities for life lessons and expand your
   experiences to achieve maximum results
• Recognize how value is created; learn how to succeed where others fail
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Good leadership skills don’t magically appear; they are learned and earned. Become a 
confident reflection of the emerging world that has become a virtualized society where 
Enhancement, technology, and expression dominate. Now it’s time for you to receive the 
leadership training you want to take you to the next level of professional success in this 
virtualized world.

OBJECTIVE 

Achieve your long-term goals by developing greater productivity and a sense 
of professional confidence. Identify and seize opportunities as they rise. Equip 
yourself with all the insider secrets you need to become a success.  Develop a 
blend of leadership skills and business savvy required to lead an organization.  
Construct a comprehensive toolkit jam-packed with visioning strategies, creating 
opportunities, and mastering the learning curve.  Come up with the know-how you 
need to break the business model rules the right way.  Period.  Exclamation point!

BENEFITS 

•  Drive creativity in teams and among peers 
•  Discover your passion and implement the purposeful qualities needed to  
     make the shift from peer to boss
•  Gain knowledge to fine-tune your advice and counsel network
•  Effectively rethink your personal and professional relationships
•  Construct a plan to avoid information overload and articulate clear 
    concise and precise messaging
•  Analyze the ins and outs of timeless writing that never goes out of style
•  Assess the best practices of employee communication and
    communicative competencies
•  Present your unique rhythm of authority with impact and precision
•  Expand your ability to perform mental brain-building strategies and  
    values-affirmation exercises
•  Employ emotional intelligence for successful leadership
•  Structure and evaluate decision trees to determine best practices 
    in crisis management

See EJEncalarde.com for class dates and pricing See EJEncalarde.com for class dates and pricing

EXECUTIVE EDULEARNING: INFLUENCE, POWER &
ORGANIZATIONAL LEGITIMACY

YOUNG PROFESSIONALS: INFLUENCE, POWER &
ORGANIZATIONAL LEGITIMACY



Exceptional project management 
requires wisdom, discernment 
of the times and exceptional 

creativity.  Only then will you 
have a project with soul.

   -

DISCOVER YOUR WEALTHY PLACE

CLASSES IN 
Project Innovation

Time to get a fresh outlook and realize your potential.  What is your idea?  Are 
you ready to get inspired together and start pursuing your dream?  Once we 
begin to talk about your project, let’s draw out the strategic plan, and I know 
you’ll be pleasantly surprised to see Your AWE Moment.  Let’s get productive 
and create your dream!

WHO ATTENDS 

• Visionaries who need guidance creating a plan of action defining their   
    unique idea
• Project professionals responsible for efficiently developing a top-notch 
    production team
• Leaders seeking to resourcefully organize and order the priorities of a
    project – large or small

“
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Get on the fast track to a clearer vision with insider info.  How do you eliminate 
time-wasting tasks to get your project off the ground?  What do you really need to 
know to host a credible small-scale project event?  If you have an unrealized dream, I’ll 
guide you as you work the vision.  It’s time to get the idea out of your head into your 
notebook.

OBJECTIVE 

Acquire the expertise to produce creative projects and supersize your success. 
It takes work, but more importantly, it takes discipline and great attention to 
production detail and key staffing.  Equip yourself to take risks that embrace wisdom 
from insider advice.  There are risks to any project but it takes wisdom and gutsy 
advice from incredible event professionals to understand which risks are profitable 
for your project idea. 

MASTERCLASS 100:  SMALL SCALE TURN-KEY PROJECTS (2 HRS.)

Why do so many people fail at turn-key projects?  Let me count the ways!  Better yet, 
let me spill the beans about the pitfalls, and what the stakeholders don’t tell you.  
Success secrets, yummy.  If you’re working on an intimate exclusive affair or 
spectacular project for 1000 attendees or less, I’ll share my best rules for being a 
boss producer.  Reach out today!  Small classes only. 

MASTERCLASS 200:  ATTENTION TO DETAIL (3 HRS.)

Although a project is a temporary endeavor, there are many details that will get you 
successfully to your ultimate big picture goal.  This is an excellent team-building 
class.  In this intense class (yes, it’s intense!) I will show you how to create a 
project masterpiece.  I will coach you using my on-the-ground production 
experience sharing the hard knocks and successes.  I will help you understand the 
whys to the details. Seatbelt on, let’s do this!
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MASTERCLASS 300:  STRATEGIC PLANNING (3 HRS.)

Undertaking a project, whether large or small, requires a strategy. What’s yours?  Are 
you planning your A-team or are you soaring solo on this one? We’ll discuss strategy 
smarts and what it takes to being smart enough to spot a dumb move, and knowing 
how to correct it. Let’s get a successful outline mapped out -- one with possibly 
some bumps in the road but without a dead-end. A vision must be written out 
plainly so (yes) even you (wink-wink) can delegate like a Pro! Deliver your plan with 
excellence today!

MASTERCLASS 400:  PROJECT PERFORMANCE (6 HRS.)

Here we deal with the life-cycle of your project.  I listen, coach, listen, evaluate, 
listen, test, and ultimately inspire you to cross your project finish line.  I will even 
visit you while you’re performing your project. And yes, you will be graded and 
evaluated.  This class is being offered at a ridiculous introductory price because I 
want you to learn that the “performance grade is in the listening experience.” 
Take this class.  Check!

BENEFITS 

•  Learn the basic assignments you need to concentrate on
•  Expand your ability to separate yourself from the pack
•  Propel yourself to the next big project
•  Effectively do good work and move your industry forward
•  Gain insights on your strengths in order to leverage expert staffing in every 
     project area
•  Shape and reshape your project as you cultivate your calling and niche and
     bump into your true passion
•  Learn how to discuss your achievements in terms of the process that it        
     involved
•  Implement creative teams and design thinking to expand project 
     opportunities.

See EJEncalarde.com for class dates and pricing See EJEncalarde.com for class dates and pricing

PROJECT INNOVATION PROJECT INNOVATION



Have you ever thought you were placed 
in a situation to transform it? 

You are the change agent!

          -

IT’S TIME TO REFRESH YOUR BROWSER

“
CLASSES IN 

Signature Life Coaching

Immerse yourself in the concepts that explore authentic connections and 
relationships which shape and build a high-trust culture.  Assess your life 
satisfaction and coaching goals knowing there are good options.  Travel on a 
guided path to discover your options; then learn how to thrive using them.

WHO ATTENDS 

•  Adults
•  Adulting Millennials
•  Individuals seeking to create and develop big picture strategies that  
    determine the quality of their stepping stones and future



OBJECTIVE 

Life coaching involves learning the steps of creating the reality an individual is 
empowered for.  Be nourished and nurtured with a wider lens and life perspective.

GEN Z:  AGES 18-21 

Make way for iGen, the generation of super-connectivity. Gain knowledge on 
how to harvest your creativity and energy and implement your personal 
strategy of persuasion.

BENEFITS

•  Translate your awe moments and construct narratives that will deliver
     life success
•  Tailor your life goals by confidently determining your value system, worldview 
     and aspirations through mindful reflection and engaging exercises
•  Examine and discuss the pro and con effects of “screen time”, social skills and  
     overall well being

MILLENNIALS:  ages 22 - 37

You're a quick learner but I can up your skills. Transformational game changer.  
Let's dig in!  Here's my Millennial Mania Introductory Offer: You pay for the initial 
2 month's coaching and I'll pick up the 2 additional months of your introductory 
4-month coaching cycle.

BENEFITS 

•  Build communication skills. Analyze how to use technology for your advantage 
     and when face-to-face communication is better
•  Identify techniques on how to find your passion with tools to frame your
     interests
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See EJEncalarde.com for class dates and pricing

SIGNATURE LIFE COACHING

•  Experience fun ways of stirring ideas to make every day have value
•  Determining what people are beneficial and heathy for your life. Get a   
    strategy to build an all-around good social community with positive 
    workplace interactions
•  Discuss practical hands-on approaches to communicating with peers and  
     dealing with real-life tensions; learn how they get created and what to do  
     about it
•  Gain knowledge on how to harvest your creativity and energy and
     implement your personal strategy of persuasion
•  Translate your awe moments and construct narratives that will deliver
     life success
•  Tailor your life goals by confidently determining your value system, worldview
     and aspirations through mindful reflection and engaging exercises

ADULTS:  ages 38+

Don’t be led down two paths. You are wired to make great choices.  I’ll help you 
make them!  Lock in your spot to guarantee a Limited Special 6-month contract at a 
low rate.

BENEFITS

•  Understand how to create a winning strategy to make a substantial personal 
     change
•  Identify what you’re missing in the core characteristics of balancing a work
     and family life
•  Benchmark the quality of living a stress-free life relative to the strategies of  
     well-known work and marketplace executives
•  Create a realistic plan to start a new career or business
•  Discuss the next motivational steps when in life transition or trying to move 
     forward with something you’ve put off too long - design a winning
     accountability model
•  Create a simpler, more organized life
•  Rate your relationships and build a values-based strategy to have a deeper
     sense of purpose with others
•  Learn what it takes to have a fulfilled life and leave a legacy
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See EJEncalarde.com for class dates and pricing

SIGNATURE LIFE COACHING

Everyone needs to be motivated and encouraged. Life coaching helps to awaken what 
lies within the individual.  Coaching the mind to come alive and be renewed; to manifest 
desires and come into agreement with successful opportunities.



Nothing can replace our time
in the secret place

   -  

SPIRITUAL WELL-BEING

“
Meditation

Discover inner peace. A time of prayer, reflection or spiritual thought. Soak in 
the prophetic sounds and soothing scenes of nature. Find rest and renewal 
for your soul. Light movement is periodically introduced to promote healthy 
breathing and circulation. Absolute silence is mandatory to participate in this 
experiential small group class.

• Individuals seeking to jumpstart their creative visualization and 
          inspiration for new ideas 
• Individuals who may find it difficult to sleep or be still and relax from   
          daily distractions
• Individuals who desire inner healing through a higher level of
 revelation in His Presence
• Groups that desire prophetic prayer in a restorative, relaxing
 environment



There’s no one way to do something; 
but whatever you do, renew your heart and 

mind in the process.  So you’re open to 
 doing it different next time.

   -

IT’S HARD TO ADD-ON TO PERFECTION

“
Enhancements

• 2 Day Life and Work Retreat
• Looking Glass Self: New Self  A Woman’s Unique Perspective - Woman
    Producer
• Millennial Coaching Retreat
• Stillness Retreat
• Coffee Klatch Dream Series
• Personal Growth Workshop
• Journal & Meditation Soaking Series: Prayer Walk
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